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What can be done?
Design monitoring and evaluation processes with 
data responsibility in mind, across a project cycle.

Be aware of the humanitarian data ecosystem 
within which data collection and analysis 
projects are operating.

Ensure developments around data acquisition 
and analysis are subject to appropriate ethical 
review.

Undertaking a people-centred approach to any 
data collection activity.

How can we achieve these?
Conduct a comprehensive Humanitarian Data 
Ecosystem mapping of the context prior to 
undertaking new initiatives.

Conduct data impact assessments, across data 
journeys with a focus on displaced populations 
and their needs.

Implement a data responsibility tool that can 
identify data that is collected but not used to 
facilitate a data minimisation approach.

Develop stronger data sensitisation programmes 
and practices for operational actors.

Develop and provide an ethical data 
responsibility training with a focus on use of 
data for enumerators/actors/partners that 
collect data.

The role of data and analysis within humanitarian operations 
has changed and evolved considerably in the past 20 years with 
rapid datafication or ‘digital humanitarianism’ since 2010. While 
this has diversified and improved analysis and decision-making, 
it has also led to ethical issues and new operational risks around 
data management. Consequently, the ethical issues and risks of 
operational data management and the potential harm caused to 
affected populations has also changed at a similar pace, albeit 
with less outward attention in comparison to the push for “data 
enhanced decision-making”. 

The Data and Displacement Research Team conducted 34 
interviews between April to July 2021, with a total of 42 
humanitarians and actors from a range of UN Agencies, donors, 
and international non-governmental organisations. The aim was to 
understand the ways in which humanitarian data has evolved in the 
last two decades; the impact of data on use and decision-making; 
and the role of innovation and technology on the ethics and 
efficacy of humanitarian data.

Key challenges identified in the research are: 

 Humanitarian data is an ever-evolving term with no set definition. 
While some actors recognise similar characteristics in the data 
used for humanitarian purposes, its scope has been broadened 
with the use of new data acquisition modalities.

 In this context, two contradictory narratives have emerged: one 
that suggests there are persistent data gaps in the humanitarian 
sector, and the other which posits there is too much data.

 Compounded by the upward movement of data, the 
humanitarian data landscape has become an increasingly 
competitive space with humanitarians who vie for funding, 
visibility or ‘power’.

 A series of tensions have also arisen around the quality versus 
the quantity of data collected, which can detract from more 
fundamental questions about how far and in what ways data 
informs decision-making. Further still, it also underlines the 
impact of data in relation to quantity. For example, would a 
data minimisation approach to data collection result in more 
impactful data?

 While the pace at which technology has influenced humanitarian 
data systems is widely acknowledged, the imperatives for data 
responsibility and accountability must also be operationally 
matched to balance innovation with responsible, ethical and 
inclusive practices.

Data and Displacement, WP2 (English)

“The numbers without the story behind them and 
without that richness really don’t tell us much at all.  
So, you know, I feel like it’s a bit of a rubber band 
that keeps bouncing back and forth between the 
quantitative and qualitative tension, and finding 
that balance is tricky.” (UN Agency) 

“The problem we have is that decision making 
is by and large a black box, nobody wants to 
talk about, nobody understands it, decisions 
are political in nature, it is the choice between 
different options, that’s the definition of politics, 
it’s deciding who gets what, you cannot remove 
politics from this but because we say we are 
needs based industry, we don’t like that, and 
so it has to be you know, it’s only the evidence 
that drives decision making, no, nonsense, it 
is the capacity of partners on the ground, it is 
the preferences of the donors, it’s humanitarian 
access and of course it is the need of the people 
affected by crisis.” (NGO)

https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/pais/research/projects/internationalrelationssecurity/dataanddisplacement/data-displacement/researchteam/team-members


Evolution of the Humanitarian Data Ecosystem 
The visualisation below displays some historical events and changes that have shaped the evolution of the humanitarian data 
ecosystem (HDE). This includes key organisations, cataclysmic events such as pandemics or natural disasters, developments in 
technologies or innovation and improvements in governance and policy. It is not an exhaustive list of all events or factors that 
influenced the humanitarian data ecosystem. The visualisation draws on the findings from a project workshop held in Geneva in 
November 2021 and is informed by interviews carried out with humanitarian actors, donors and practitioners during April and July 
2021. As illustrated below, the humanitarian data ecosystem is ever evolving. The discussions around protection, data responsibility 
and safeguarding need to continue to evolve at a similar pace to ensure rights of affected populations are prioritised.
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Creation ofthe
DisplacementTracking
Matrix-which was

initially a tool associated
with theGlobal Camp
Coordination andCamp
Management cluster.

Thereiswide acknowledgment
that the earthquakethat occurred
inHaiti in 2010markedapoint in
historywhen humanitariandata
started to becomecentral.
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Following the failures and shortcomingsof
humanitarian response to Sudan in2004,the
humanitarian reformwas initiated in2005and
paved theway formoreevidence-basedand
accountable humanitarian response efforts.

Evolution of theHumanitarianDataEcosystem
Thisinfographic displayssomehistorical events and changes that have shaped the evolution of the humanitarian data ecosystem (HDE).Thisincludes

keyorganisations,cataclysmicevents suchaspandemicsornatural disasters,developments intechnologies orinnovation and improvementsin
governance andpolicy.Theevents areindicative of those relevant totheHDEand arenot inclusive ofall humanitarianevents forthe timeperiodsshown.

Predictive analytics
use big data,machine learning
and statistical models to forecast
the impact of humanitarian
emergencies.
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UNIVERSITY OF IBADAN

Digital Impact
Alliance (2016)

Thiswork formspart of the 'Data &Displacement' project: jointly fundedby the UK
Arts&Humanities ResearchCouncil (AHRC) and theUKForeign, Commonwealth&
Development Office (formerly UK Department for International Development –
DFID), undertheCollaborativeHumanitarianProtection Programme.
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Thehumanitarian cluster systemwas
created to streamlinecoordination
after the rapid influx of aid groups
and fundsresulted in duplicated
work andmessycoordination.

Pakistan
Flood (2010)

Weaknessesin the
multilateral responseto the
earthquake aswell as the
Pakistan floods that same
year led to theTransforma-
tiveAgenda reforms.

Somalia
Drought (2011)

Similarly constrainedby donor
counter-terror laws,major food
agencies CAREand theWorld
FoodProgrammewere absent.A
steep rise infoodpricesreduced
the purchasingpower of poor

farmersand the “normalisation of
crisis”meanthumanitarianswere
slow to respondto their own

early warningdata.
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(2015)

Thetyphoonbecame a
poignant exampleof the
humanitarian toll of
climate change:chief

Philippines negotiator Yeb
Sañomadeheadlines
pleading for climate

action during theCOP19
summit,which started
days afterHaiyan struck.

Paper to digital:themoveto
Kobo/ODKand its impacton

the volume ofdata
humanitarian gathering. Data Science and

Ethics Group (2020)GrandBargain
(2016)

TheHaiyan responsehelped
galvanise the pushforthe aid
sector̓ s “localisation” reforms,
whichwould becodified into
theGrandBargain pledges
nearly three years later.

InMay2020,theUN releaseda
record$6.71billionglobal appeal to
respondto the health emergency as
well asto newneedsdriven by food

insecurity, job losses,suspended
vaccinations,and conflict. While

immediate needs are still pressing,the
global re-orientationpresentsan opportunity for
the humanitarian sector,withmany speculating
this couldbe a turningpoint forhow the system
operates. Thepandemic has further accelerated
the trend ofthe useof digital technologiesto
helpmaintain humanitarian operations.
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In recent years,the
displacement caused
by climate factorshas
been increasing.
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Socialmedia (analysis) toolsare aneffectivemeans
for humanitarian actorsto acquire and analyse
informationmorequickly,efficiently and
comprehensively.These tools arenowconsidered
an integral tool in communicationandhumanitari-
an responsefollowing adisaster.

Haiti Earthquake
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Conflict isa keydriver of
displacement, andoften
generates protracted
situations.
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OCHAʼsWhoʼsDoingWhatWhere (3W) is
believed to have beenfirstcreated inthe
late1990ʼswhen therewereno concep-
tions or expectationsof suchaproduct. Since
that time, the concept hasmorphed andhas
varied radically amongstOCHA/HICoffices and
evenwithin clusters (see2013for further info).

In the
regional
Information
Management

Officerworkshop in January 2013,it
was recognisedthat nodocument
existedthat outlined the purpose of,

target audience of,scopeof,and
products derived froma3W.
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